Blick Studios will be hosting a special Share 6 event about ‘Looking to the Future’, one of a series of events funded by Irish Design 2013 exploring local design businesses’ personal stories, thoughts and experiences.

Speakers for this event will be:

- Kris Kelly Black North
- Gawain Marrison Sensum
- Adam Turkington Seedhead Arts
- Rose Kane Doodlecock
- David Shaw: Invisible Building
- Pauline Clancy and Richard McElveen: Seed Studio

This event is now SOLD OUT. You can join the waiting list here.

Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8T7WL50KC-A
Logo Geek followed you

Logo Geek
Logo Geek shares useful resources for graphic designers who love logo design & branding. Managed by @rapgeet - a designer of visual identities. #logodesign
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